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A short proof of the strong law of large numbers for random upper semicontinu-
Ž .ous functions fuzzy random variables with compact support is given. This ap-
proach allows us to deduce many results on convergence of fuzzy random variables
from the relevant results on random sets that appear as their level sets. Q 1999
Academic Press
1. STRONG LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR RANDOM
SETS: A REMINDER
5 5Let E be a separable Banach space with norm ? . The family K of
non-empty compact subsets of E can be equipped with a Borel s-algebra
generated by the Hausdorff metric d. This allows us to define a random
compact set X as a random element defined on an abstract probability
Ž . w xspace V, F , P and taking values in K; see 9, 10, 18 .
5 5A random compact set X is called integrably bounded if E X - ‘,
5 5 5 5 4where X s sup x : x g X . A random point j g E is called a selection
of X if j g X almost surely. If X is integrably bounded, then all
selections of X are integrable. Therefore,
 4E X s cl Ej : j is a selection of X
is a non-empty set called the Aumann expectation of X, where cl denotes
the norm-closure in E. If E has the Radon]Nikodym property, then the
w xclosure in the right-hand side can be omitted 6 . We always assume that
Ž .the probability space V, F , P does not contain atoms, which is natural,
since we consider sequences of independent identically distributed random
w xsets. Then E X is a con¤ex compact set; see 2, 6 .
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ŽA natural operation for compact sets in E is the Minkowski or element-
.wise addition defined as
 4K [ L s x q y : x g K , y g L
for two compact sets K and L. It is natural to define the normalised sums
y1X s n X [ ??? [ XŽ .n 1 n
 4of a sequence X of random compact sets. The following theoremn
provides a strong law of large numbers for random compact sets in E.
Ž w x.  4THEOREM 1 See 1, 5 . If X is a sequence of independent identicallyn
Ž .distributed integrably bounded random compact sets in E, then d X , E X “n 1
0 almost surely as n “ ‘.
Generalisations of Theorem 1 are possible for non-compact random
Ž .closed sets that are integrable possess at least one integrable selection .
2. SPACE OF UPPER SEMICONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
w x Ž . ŽFor a numerical function u: E “ 0, 1 , define its upper le¤el sets also
.called excursion sets or thresholded sets by
xL u s x g E : u x G t , t g 0, 1 . 1 4Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .t
Ž .Note that all level sets L u , 0 - t F 1, are closed if and only if u is uppert
w . Ž . semicontinuous. For each t g 0, 1 , L u denotes the closure of x g E :tq
Ž . 4 Ž .u x ) t . The set L u is called the support of u and denoted by0q
supp u.
Ž .Let U E denote the family of all upper semicontinuous functions u:0
w xE “ 0, 1 satisfying the conditions
supp u is compact, 2Ž .
x g E : u x s 1 / B. 3 4Ž . Ž .
Such functions appear under different names in various settings. For
w x w xinstance, they are called fuzzy sets 13, 20 or grey-scale images 11, 16 . In
w x Ž .the latter case the range of u is not always equal to 0, 1 and 3 does not
necessarily hold. Note that upper semicontinuous functions provide a
natural environment for the studies of extremal processes as elaborated in
w x12 .
It is definitely possible to apply arithmetic addition to upper semicontin-
uous functions. However, there are several ``nontraditional'' operations
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which are very natural if the interpretation of upper semicontinuous
functions as fuzzy sets or grey-scale images is taken into account.
Ž .Observe that a deterministic upper semicontinuous function u g U E0
Ž .can be represented as the ``stacked'' composition of its level sets L u fort
0 - t F 1, so that
u x s sup t : x g L u . 4Ž . Ž .t
Ž .If u and ¤ are two deterministic functions from U E , then their sum can0
be defined as
u [ ¤ x s sup min u y , ¤ z , x g E. 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
yqzsx
It is easy to see that the level sets of u [ ¤ are equal to Minkowski sums
of the corresponding level sets of u and ¤ ; that is,
L u [ ¤ s L u [ L ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t
Multiplication by a real number c / 0 is defined as
c ? u x s u xrc .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Both the introduced operations act on the level sets of the corresponding
functions and then ``stack'' them together to obtain the result. This
approach also appears in image processing, where its generalisations give
w xrise to the so-called stack filters; see 19 .
3. CONVERGENCE OF UPPER SEMICONTINUOUS
FUNCTIONS
Ž .The family U E can be equipped with various metrics. The following0
w xtwo metrics were defined in 13 :
d u , ¤ s sup d L u , L ¤ , 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .‘ t t
0-tF1
1
d u , ¤ s d L u , L ¤ dt. 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H1 t t
0
Ž . Ž .Clearly, d u, ¤ F d u, ¤ .1 ‘
The following fact is vital to our proof of the strong law of large
numbers. It states that the convergence in the uniform metric d follows‘
from the pointwise convergence of the Hausdorff distances between the
corresponding level sets. This simple fact was apparently overlooked in the
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previous papers that dealt with fuzzy random variables. The key idea of the
Ž .proof is to use the monotonicity of the function L u , 0 - t F 1. A similart
argument is used in the classical probability theory to establish the
Glivenko]Cantelli theorem, which states that the pointwise convergence
of empirical cumulative distribution functions implies their uniform con-
w xvergence 3 . Related results for epi-convergence of lower semicontinuous
w xfunctions in terms of their level sets can be found in 15, Proposition 7.7 .
 4 Ž .THEOREM 2. Let u be a sequence of functions from U E . Thenn 0
d u , u “ 0 as n “ ‘Ž .‘ n
Ž .for some u g U E if and only if0
xd L u , L u “ 0 as n “ ‘ for all t g 0, 1 7Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .Ž .t n t
and
wd L u , L u “ 0 as n “ ‘ for all t g 0, 1 . 8Ž . Ž . . Ž .Ž .tq n tq
Ž . Ž .Note that 8 implies d supp u , supp u “ 0 as n “ ‘.n
Proof. The ``only if'' part is clear, so let us prove the other implication.
Ž .Note that if K ; K ; K and L ; L ; L all sets are compact , then1 2 1 2
d K , L F max d K , L , d K , L . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 2 1
Ž .Fix « ) 0 arbitrarily small. Since the family of sets L u , 0 - t F 1, ist
decreasing and all these sets are contained within the compact set supp u,
there is at most a finite number of points 0 - s - ??? - s - 1 such that1 m
d L u , L u G « .Ž . Ž .Ž .s q si i
Put s s 0 and s s 1.0 mq1
 4Fix any i g 0, . . . , m . Since supp u is a compact set, we can partition
Ž xthe interval s , s by points s s t - t - ??? - t s s such thati iq1 i 0 1 n iq1i
d L u , L u - « , j s 0, . . . , n y 1. 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t q t ij jq1
Ž .For any j s 0, . . . , n y 1, by 9 and the triangle inequalityi
sup d L u , L uŽ . Ž .Ž .t n t
t -tFtj jq1
F max d L u , L u , d L u , L uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t q n t t n t qj jq1 jq1 j
F max d L u , L u , d L u , L uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t q n t q t n tj j jq1 jq1
q d L u , L u .Ž . Ž .Ž .t t qjq 1 j
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Ž . Ž .The first term in the right-hand side converges to zero by 7 and 8 , and
Ž .the second term is bounded by « as chosen in 10 .
Then, for any i s 0, 1, . . . , m,
sup d L u , L u F max sup d L u , L uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t n t t n t
0FjFn y1is -tFs t -tFti iq1 j jq1
Ž .converges to zero, which immediately yields d u , u “ 0 as n “ ‘.‘ n
4. STRONG LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR UPPER
SEMICONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
Let j be a random upper semicontinuous function with realisations in
Ž .the space U E measurable with respect to the Borel s-algebra generated0
by d . Such a function is called also a fuzzy random ¤ariable with a‘
w x w xcompact support; see Puri and Ralescu 13 , Klement et al. 7 , StojakovicÂ
w x17 , etc.
Ž . Ž . Ž . wIf j is a random function satisfying 2 and 3 , then L j resp.t
Ž .x Ž x wL j are non-empty random compact sets for each t g 0, 1 resp.tq
w .xt g 0, 1 . Note that j is said to be integrably bounded if all random
Ž . 5 Ž .5compact sets L j , 0 - t F 1, are integrably bounded, i.e., E L j - ‘t t
5 5for all 0 - t F 1. We call j strongly integrable if E supp j - ‘. An
expectation of j can be defined by taking Aumann expectations of its level
sets and then stacking them together. Assume that j is integrably bounded
and define its Aumann expectation by
Ej x s sup t : x g EL j , x g E, 11 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
Ž . Ž .where EL j is the Aumann expectation of L j . It is easy to show thatt t
L Ej s EL jŽ . Ž .t t
Ž .because the family EL j is monotone with respect to t. Since the basict
probability space is assumed to be non-atomic, all level sets of Ej are
Ž .convex in other terms, Ej is a convex fuzzy set .
The strong law of large numbers for independent identically distributed
random upper semicontinuous functions j , j , j , . . . aims to establish the1 2
convergence of
y1j s n ? j [ ??? [ j 12Ž . Ž .n 1 n
to the expectation Ej in one of the metrics d or d . Note that a simple1 ‘ 1
inequality between these metrics entails that it suffices to prove it with
respect to d only. By passing to level sets, the strong law of large numbers‘
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in d metric means that‘
d ny1 L j [ ??? [ L j , E L j “ 0 a.s. as n “ ‘Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .t 1 t n t
Ž xuniformly over t g 0, 1 .
w xThe principal technique used in 7 to establish a strong law of large
numbers for random upper semicontinuous functions was based on the
w xRadstrom embedding theorem 14 , so that the separability of the relevantÊ È
Ž .sub-space of the space U E plays the crucial role. It has been proved inÃ0
w x Ž .13 that U E with metric d is a complete metric space. A counterexam-0 ‘
w xple showing its non-separability is given in 7 . On the other hand, d turns1
Ž .U E into a separable metric space, which makes it possible to prove a0
w xstrong law of large numbers by using the embedding theorem; see 7 . A
rather complicated proof of the strong law of large numbers with respect
w xto the uniform metric d is announced in 4 using approximation of upper‘
w xsemicontinuous functions by functions with simple level sets derived in 8 .
The following theorem provides a simple proof of the strong law of large
Ž .numbers for the averages j defined in 12 .n
 4THEOREM 3. E¤ery sequence j of independent identically distributedn
strongly integrable random upper semicontinuous functions satisfies the strong
law of large numbers in d metric, i.e.,‘
d j , Ej “ 0 a.s. as n “ ‘. 13Ž .Ž .‘ n 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Proof. Note that L j resp. L j are normalised sums of L jt n tq n t i
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž Ž .resp. L j . By Theorem 1, d L j , L Ej “ 0 resp. d L j ,tq i t n t 1 tq n
Ž .. . Ž x Ž w ..L Ej “ 0 almost surely for every t g 0, 1 resp. t g 0, 1 as n “ ‘.tq 1
Ž .Then 13 follows from Theorem 2.
It should be noted that the same approach allows us to prove a strong
law of large numbers for increasing set-valued processes. Furthermore,
each strong law of large numbers for random sets can be immediately
transformed into its counterpart for random upper semicontinuous func-
Ž .tions fuzzy random variables provided that the limiting function has a
compact support.
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